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Candy  Dispenser
Woodworking Kit

spark jump

Sandpaper
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Sand each piece of wood
Look for the grain of the wood

Sand WITH the direction 
of the grain

 

Let's Get Building

Using 4 Nails
Nail 2 A pieces to the center of the

square base
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8 "A" 
pieces 

Top piece
with jar lid

Nails

Angled  front piece

QUESTIONS?
Contact us directly
info@sparkjump.fun

 

STEP-BY-STEP 
Instructional VIDEOS

Paint Set



Repeat 2 more times for a total of 4
layers of A pieces nailed together

forming the candy tower above the
base

Repeat Using 4 Nails
Nail 2 more A pieces on top of the first 2.
Notice we are alternating the center with
the A pieces as we build our candy tower.

Using 4 Nails 
Nail the 2 Side Slide pieces. Make sure
each Side Slide piece is lined up with

the outside of the tower. 

*IMPORTANT
the center Slider
piece will need

enough space to
slide freely back

and forth.
 

Spend extra time
sanding the

Center Slider
piece to ensure it
will slide smoothly.

 

Using 4 Nails 
Nail the Top piece with

attached jar lid to the top
of the candy tower.

 
Be careful not to damage
the lid while hammering.

Remove the Center Slider.
Using 2 Nails 

Nail the Angled Front piece on, 
(notice the slant may go right to left or left to right.)
Be careful that the Angled Front piece won't

interfere with the Center Slider Piece. 

Insert the Center Slider first, then
insert the 2 wooden handles. You may

need to gently tap them with a
hammer. 

Wash the jar before
filling with your

favorite round candy
or gumballs.

 
If candy ever gets

jammed simply turn the
Candy Dispenser

upside down and slide
the Center Slide back

and forth. 

STEP 3 STEP 4

STEP 5 STEP 6

STEP 7
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YOU DID IT!

OR


